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Abstract
“Big data” refers to the interdisciplinary analysis of high volume, diverse clinical and
lifestyle information on large patient populations. Recent advancements in data storage and
electronic record keeping has enabled the expansion of research in this field. The use of such
data in surgery has the potential to improve outcomes, increase safety and aid service
planning. The potential has been harnessed in other specialties who are taking advantage of
significant research council investment and centralisation of resources across the UK.
In this article, we provide an overview of the nascent field of big data analytics in surgery.
We critically review the limitations and fears raised with large database studies, offer some
suggestions regarding database optimisation creation, and suggest future directions for
research in this exciting field.
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Introduction
Health informatics or “big data” research in medicine refers to the interdisciplinary field of
analysis of high volume, diverse clinical and lifestyle information on a large population of
patients[1]. Recent advancements in data storage and the current drive to make patient
records electronic has transformed the large volume of data created in healthcare, previously
perceived as a by-product of healthcare delivery, to a central asset to improve patient care[2,
3]. In 2011, David Cameron, the then Prime Minister, famously quoted that every patient
was a “research patient”[4]. Subsequently the Medical Research Council (MRC) has invested
£90 million into health informatics[5]. Big data analysis provides a powerful approach to
monitoring disease pattern and patient outcomes enabling targeted prevention strategies,
improved patient safety and improved service delivery[6].
With patients becoming more and more informed, access to big data for practising surgeons
will be of immense benefit. Accurate information based on representative data sets will be a
vital tool in providing patient centred care. On a population level, such data could be used to
develop targeted service delivery and improve cost efficiency.
As a community we have been faced with several challenges over the last few decades;
notably the vaginal mesh complications in pelvic floor reconstruction[7], metal on metal joint
implants in orthopaedic surgery[8] and the Silicon, Poly Implant Prothèse (PIP)[9]
controversies and breast implant associated Anaplastic Large Cell Lymphoma (ALCL) in
plastic surgery[10, 11]. High quality, real time data is essential to monitor the safety of
medical implants.
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Characteristics of Big Data
Characteristics of Big data
Big data comprises of three key characteristics: volume, variety and velocity[12, 13]. Volume
refers to the volume of data per “transaction”. This has gone from bytes (e.g traditionally
recording observations every 6 hours), to kilobytes (e.g clinic letters in Electronic Health
Records), to megabytes (e.g clinical photographs), to gigabytes (e.g CT & MRI scans,
genomic sequencing). Subsequently, large volumes of data are being accumulated; in 2011
data from the U.S healthcare system reached 150 exabytes (161061273600 gigabytes)[14].
Storage and manipulation of such volumes of data are being facilitated by advances in data
management, particularly in cloud computing and large-scale data centres [3, 12], as well as
the reducing cost of the processors and storage media to analyse and store the data.
The variety of data available makes health analytics both exciting and challenging.
Traditionally, it has been structured data (known as a Data Warehouse) that has been
recorded electronically. Structured data (patient names, diagnostic codes, traditional
databases etc) is standardised, pre-defined data that can easily be stored, manipulated and
analysed[15]. In contrast, over 80% of data collected in the healthcare setting is in an
unstructured format (known as a Data Lake) and on paper [12, 16]. The development of
Natural Language Processing (NLP) software, which is able to read unstructured data and
pick out specific aspects, has enabled diverse datasets of unstructured data such as operation
and inpatient clinical notes linked to diagnosis and outcomes[17], prescriptions, radiology,
pathology reports and primary care attendances to be critically analysed[18]. In addition,
new data streams of both structured and unstructured data, are cascading into health care.
Information from wearable devices (fitness devices, ECGs, Glucose monitoring in
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diabetics)[19] genetics and genomics[20], clinical trial data, social media feeds and
smartphone applications are all examples of further sources of data becoming available.
Velocity, refers to the speed in which processes occur to make data available for use. Big data
offers the ability for data to be processed in real-time. Traditionally, health care data has been
mostly static, however real time accumulation of data has significant advantages, particularly
in the monitoring of vital signs and blood results. This dimension of big data allows research
to be undertaken at an unprecedented speed as compared to clinical trials[18].
Big data on its own is just the dataset; it is the analytics of such data that will have the
greatest repercussions to research and clinical practice. As technology has developed for the
storage of such data, so has the ability to analyse it. Using a form of artificial intelligence,
machine learning involves generating algorithms capable of knowledge acquisition from
historical examples [21]. Machine learning can be applied in a number of ways to improve
clinical practice.
In this paper we provide an overview of big data research in surgery, the current resources
available and its emerging role in research and clinical practice. We highlight how the
successful use of this data can protect patients, improve outcomes and plan service delivery.
To maintain balance, we also explore the limitations and fears raised with big data studies,
offer some suggestions regarding how to optimise database creation, and suggest future
directions for research in this exciting field.
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Current Sources of Big data
Databases and Registries
There are a number of international databases and registries that would enable big data
research in surgery. Whilst the creation of large databases and mining them for data is not
innovative, it is the linkage of such data with Electronic Health Records that can provide
novel insights. An advantage of utilising data from registries is the type of data stored such as
information on medical devices and Patient Reported Outcome Measures (PROMs). These
are often incorporated into disease specific databases, such as Breast-Q[22] in the Tracking
Operations and Outcomes for Plastic Surgeons Program (TOPs)[23].
Electronic Health Records
Patient records have become increasingly computerised in both the primary and secondary
settings to facilitate communication and improve patient care. Within England, The NHS
aims to make patients’ records entirely paperless by 2020[24]. As health informatics
infrastructure has improved, the volume and detail of data available has grown exponentially.
Information such as operation notes, laboratory and imaging data are now readily available
digitally. In the United Kingdom, there are a number of databanks containing Electronic
Health Records Available for analysis.
In Wales, The Secure Anonymised Information Linkage Databank (SAIL), a repository for a
national collection of person-based anonymised health and socio-economic administrative
data, was developed in 2007[25]. The databank incorporates a number of national databases
among which are emergency department documentation, outpatient letters and primary care
data. Similar databanks exist in England (The Clinical Practice Research Datalink[26]) and
Scotland (Information Services Division[27]).
6

Clinical trial data
With the evolution of evidence-based medicine, a large number of clinical trials have been
conducted in plastic surgery. Extensive data is collected often to answer a single research
question; sharing of this data would allow secondary analysis. The concept of “open data” is
becoming an increasing requirement for acceptance of a trial into medical journals[28].
Secondary analysis of such data would not only allow pooling of data, in the form of a metaanalysis but would facilitate novel research [29]. Through this approach, it has been
discovered that tricyclic antidepressants could be efficacious against neuroendocrine tumours
[30].
Social Media and web searches
The increased usage of social media by both patients and healthcare professionals provide
data that can be utilised in both research and clinical practice. Analysis of twitter feeds for
instance was two weeks faster at detecting the outbreak of cholera following the 2010
earthquake in Haiti than official reports [31]. In a similar fashion data from search terms on
internet search engines was found to predict surges in emergency admissions from influenza
[32].
Genetic Data
Following the Human Genome Project, the cost of genetic sequencing has improved
significantly. The UK Government aims to be the first country in the world to sequence
100,000 whole human genomes for the treatment of patients with rare/inherited diseases or
common cancers[20, 33].
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Potential for Big data in Surgical Research
Advantages over traditional research methodologies
Big data research provides several advantages compared to traditional research
methodologies [6, 34, 35]. The large volume of patient data accessible from big data can
overcome some of the difficulties in recruiting patients with rare conditions and where there
is significant heterogeneity in practice [35]. The size of such databases can also improve
statistical power and reduce the risk of type II errors.
Patients recruited in prospective trials are often subject to selection bias, (eg: healthier and
more compliant[36]) therefore reducing the translation into clinical practice. From an
administrative perspective, big data analysis can be performed at a much faster rate, that is
more cost efficient than clinical trials[12]. In fact using deep learning (artificial intelligence)
algorithms, data can be autonomously mined to search for statistical associations and
relationships.
Surgical Outcomes
The most powerful use of big data would be to inform patients and professionals alike of the
accurate prevalence regarding post-operative complications, average length of stay, patient
re-admissions, Venous Thromboembolism risks etc. To date, the majority of research
incorporating big data has been published in this field.
Service planning
The comparison of outcomes between geographical regions would inform service planners,
politicians and clinicians on best practices that could improve patient care. In the United
8

Kingdom, Professor Tim Briggs has set up the Getting It Right First Time (GIRST)
programme[37]. The programme aims to save the National Health Service (NHS) £1.4 billion
by using big data analysis to eliminate waste. In its recent review of general surgical patients,
the average Length of Stay post appendicectomy was shown to be 3.5 days, however nearly
half of trusts included discharged patients after two days. The report concludes that more than
30,000 bed days could be saved if all hospitals used the same approach and managed to meet
the ‘best’ performing hospitals in such a metric. Whilst such results should be taken with
caution, the role of big data in highlighting disparities and inefficiencies in care could lead to
significant cost reduction[38].
Public Health
On a population level, big data can inform public health. The incidence of a variety of
diseases such as skin cancer and trauma can be closely monitored and allow changing risk
factors to be accurately identified. In plastic surgery, the international Burns Injury Database
(iBID) has recently been used to identify detailed demographics of burn injuries within
England and Wales, allowing targeted prevention strategies [39]. However traditional public
health databases are not high volume, high variety or high velocity. In addition to structured
data from databases, unstructured data such as, photographs, clinical notes and smartphone
applications, would improve understanding of health behaviour allowing targeted prevention
strategies.
Litigation
Big data can be effectively used in the field of litigation, to identify common causes of
litigation and thus try to reduce these, along with hopefully reducing overall expenditure
through reduced claims. Targeted educational courses, on common litigation pitfalls, could
provide medical indemnity companies assurance of continued professional development in a
9

similar approach to the National Speed Awareness Course aimed at motorists convicted of
speeding in England and Wales[40].
Governance
Arguable one of the greatest benefits of big data within healthcare has been the monitoring of
drugs and devices[41]. Safety information relating to medical devices is often confined to
small trials in patients that are often not representative of the population[12, 42]. For
example, the Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Refecoxib (Vioxx) was withdrawn after big
data analysis identified a large number of patients sustained a cardiac arrest after the drug
was commenced[43].
In this context, big data clearly has a significant role in clinical governance. For the PIP
report, data was collected retrospectively and this delayed analysis and publication of the
report. Real-time analysis of a robust prospective dataset would have enabled stricter
regulation of the implants and more rapid identification of those at risk.
Data Driven Clinical Support Tools.
Whilst digitization of medical literature has greatly improved access, many surgeons struggle
to keep up to date with the latest evidence. Even if all the relevant data were available,
analysing it to develop a reasonable manageable plan for patients with multiple comorbidities can be challenging. Data driven clinical decision support tools drawn from real
time data analysis could be of immense benefit. IBM Watson for Oncology, a tool developed
to help diagnose and propose treatment options for patients with cancer, is one such
example[44]. Just as purchasers receive recommendations from retailers such as Amazon,
this approach could inform clinicians of diagnostic and management choices made by other
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clinicians facing similar patient demographics. The acquisition of greater volumes of data and
advances in technology are required to expand this field of research.
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Data Analysis
The main components of big data processing include; data management, analysis and the
production of suitable outputs which have been clearly visualised for their intended
audience[18]. Clearly this involves close communication between data scientists, researchers
and clinicians to understand the clinical setting and domain involved, as well as the technical
requirements to match and assign valid outputs [12, 45]
Once data is extracted it is presented in a format to allow for analysis. Conceptually, big data
can be analysed in a similar approach to traditional data using statistical software packages,
however with increasing scale and scope of big data there is a need for larger and more
sophisticated infrastructures to support these needs.
Privacy, ethics and security in big data
The benefits of big data are undeniable. However, as its use increases issues surrounding
privacy, ethics and security in big data need addressing. There have already been a number of
high profile concerns, such as security of electronic data in the NHS[46] and the
‘inappropriate transfer’ of patient data between the Royal Free Hospital and Google
Deepmind[47].
Privacy is an important issue, especially with sensitive healthcare related information. While
traditionally data has been de-identified using techniques such as anonymization,
pseudonymisation and encryption it is increasingly realised that this may still not be enough
to ensure privacy. It has been demonstrated on a number of occasions that de-identified data
can be re-identified[48]. Furthermore, when data is multiply-linked and shared across the
world, along with the integration of previously un-recognised data, the process of privacy
12

protection becomes even harder. For example, the linking process may not only be to other
healthcare data, but could also link healthcare to spending habits, travel destinations or
exercise routines, increasing the amount of data exposed if privacy was broken.
Currently privacy and data protection laws are based around an individual’s control over their
information and on principles such as data minimization and purpose limitation. This
however does not always fit that easily with the principles of maximizing available data and
searching for patterns or associations that is common to big data analysis. This dichotomy is
not helped by outdated laws and regulations, which are unable to keep up with the fast
moving nature of computer science and healthcare innovation. In the UK the Data Protection
Act 1996 and the Human Rights Act 1998 largely cover the area of big data, however there
are considerable weaknesses. In May 2018, the European Union will implement the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) to strengthen data protection for all individuals in the EU
[49]. The Regulation deems health related data as special categories of sensitive data subject
to increased regulations. Researchers can use this data without consent providing appropriate
safeguards are in place and that it is permitted under EU law [50].
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Limitations of Big Data
Data Quality -Medical big data deals with data collected for different purposes, such as
patient care in EHRs, inherently these data will have missing values[6]. Assuring quality of
data will be essential as big data develops.
Coding of Data-Diagnosis and procedures may be documented using ICD codes or via
Office of Population Censuses and Surveys Classification of Interventions and Procedures
(OPCS-4) procedural codes. The knowledge of such coding systems amongst surgeons is
limited making the quality of data inputted questionable. A study in St. George’s Hospital,
London demonstrated that 32% of operations were incorrectly coded resulting in an estimated
financial loss of £17,000 from incorrect tariffs[51].
Electronic Health Records-The USA has been ahead of UK in this regard as administrative
cultures lend themselves to capturing data in a common framework or language. In England,
there has been high profile failures in creating EHR; notably NHS Care.data and NHS
National Programme for Information Technology (NPfIT)[52, 53]. The down fall of such
programmes were multifactorial however, the lack of collaboration between stake holders
were common themes[53, 54]. In order to address such shortcomings there needs to be open
discussion between policymakers, data scientists, clinicians and the general public. The
general public need to be educated on the value of big data and shown that safeguards can be
put in place to maintain their privacy and security as well as not feeling like their data is
being monetized without them personally benefiting. Once the risks of privacy breaches,
practical difficulties with obtaining consent for all uses and the potential benefits to
individuals and society are set forth it is likely that there will be a better understanding and
acceptance of the use of people’s anonymised data.
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The Future of Big Data
Big data analytics in surgery is currently in a nascent stage, however, this will not be for long.
With advancement in technology, the use of Electronic Health Records and databases will
rapidly progress not only within health organisations but also in the healthcare industry.
Interdisciplinary collaboration between data scientists, researchers and clinicians is essential
for this goal to be achieved[12].
Large patient databanks, such as SAIL,CPRD,and ISD are one such means of addressing
some of the limitations associated with big data such as confidentiality. In addition to this,
more disease-specific databases are required, giving the benefit of disease specific data
including PROMs[55]. Device and drug registries need to become compulsory, to collect
sufficient information to develop a basis for discussion on patient safety.
Conclusion
Big data analysis has the potential to improve surgical outcomes, protect patients and inform
service providers. At present, the number of papers utilising big data is increasing. With this
is mind, it is clear that the limitations surrounding big data analytics, such as confidentiality,
need to be addressed.
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